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Diacritical marks
sitting on a wire
poled to Earth.
A river’s song
stunted for a while
reading a rainy evening.
I do not know nor guess
what they think of or
think at all.
But, for sure, silhouetted
against an emerald sky,
they are a group of monks
stithprajna—evolving Bodhisatvas
It is a Panini evening
writing sutras of momentary timelessness.
Chirping Chomskys are deep now
in nature’s Ashtadhyayi.
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As I write this
the leaves begin to flutterthe leaves of Prosopis…
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I’m no Becky. I’m not impressed
by imping on the banks or whitewashing
anything that might not be cleanable.
If you ask me, I’m just a bystander
taking in a warm brown force
scratching the usual fusty notes.
It’s not a rain’s claws or a crick’s trickle
that wears away continents, but a wash
of recounting, call it a human tide.
Fish? Maybe the kind with thorny whiskers
sipping bottom meat and mouthing water
in a mossy tangle of sludge, but
look, we can’t all be lost in caves, peering
by candle for treasure or shadows
or the clink of spurious Indian Gold.
You’d have to be dense to smoke
that much tobacco, to night the current
on an island with no thought of love,
to wear creased britches and refuse to see
how sloped old buildings stand against the flood,
paint peeling yearly on the apple yard.

72
80
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After Hurricane Katrina

The surface pomp belies a rift.
I search the river and it does not move;
Arms and a clenched fist levee the surge.
Prosopisia
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Half Empty
The puddle is a glass
of wet March:
Sharp sticks of trees
budding shallow
and deep as half
a thumb. I fill you

AJAYI DAMI
(Nigeria)
The Alphabet Laboratory
Poetry is the broken words of a stutterer's essay.
Clip, clip, clip, bang.
The shutter knocks the canon's lumen hard
Like Hadley Chase's lackey, Maddox's trigger finger.

little lake, I load you
with my full eyes.
I give you each scrap of sky
twig, cloud and every thing
your lens is blind to.

I found these alphabets spilled on the ground,
Vestiges of a forgotten war.
Poetry is a recourse to soft music,
The pulp of contemplating you,
The sap of knowing you.

Tender pond: the smallest
touch of the world could shake
you now, and tomorrow
air will pull you
into a maze of sky,
until your shards echo only

In the silence of vacuums,
An attitude gazes upward
Like burnt offerings and
Lover looked at his beloved
And creamed out words,
A new kind of orgasm.

shadows of birds
who pass bare clouds
and glean a bud
of moisture from the wind.

All words are stolen from an alphabet pool
To undergo serial recombinant therapy.
The smartest scrabblers are negotiating turns
In the race of verbs, nouns, adjectives.
Adverbs. Prepositions are clues for positions.
Another alphabet drops with a sibilant hiss
Then I found you.
•

Take a dear hand
and hold it
just above. Sharp cracks
of life line
could seem to touch
the lifeless trees.
And we’d have more
than a mirror.
10

•••
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Dreams Die At Ekwulobia
In my spare time, every time,
I gaze at the plains

Beyond

I see loose humus hugged tightly by foliage,
Kernel husks, dying fronds the colour of ember
I see an abandoned bicycle spook half-buried,
A pot-bellied toddler in brown underpants sniffing
Bush paths tired of being trod,
This thoroughfare leads to the future and back
Tree barks obscured with obituaries,
It was an early death.
The deceased is survived by a decaying home,
And his parents' graves.
The radio coos a Highlife tune, an Igbo dirge:
The joy of life will kill us all.
The pursuit of happiness is a glorious end,
But these days, even dreams die at Ekwulobia.
•••

12

MIRA DUSHKOVA
(Bulgaria)

Prosopisia

I’m just one step before the Heaven’s door
The eye of God…
Behind that door I know
I’ll meet the humble Creatures of the light
And they will offer me some consolation
When they embrace me.
With them I’ll find my peace of mind
Because beyond is here.
Those shining Creatures of the light So, numerous they are I couldn’t count them even if I tried…
The light is nameless
And its colours so unknown to me
I can’t describe them properly,
Nor can I walk, or breath, or do
Those little things in life
Because in here is Beyond
And it’s so different.
•
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Sozopolis
The women standing still
In front of their houses Those houses with wings unfurled
Above the blue fig trees
As if they’re reaching for the sky
With their rising porches.
Between those women’s ancient fingers
The crochet hooks are sparkling
Silver lightnings.
And softly through their palms
They’re pouring lace,
That shrouds with mist
The morning sea at sunrise.
•

The Girl
The girl is bending back
Her slender body,
Embracing her own ankles.
Then like a wheel of flesh
She’s rolling backwards
As if spinning down the yearly circles
Of her own tree of life
Reaching for the ribbons
And the bracelets
That are memories
Of sweet - moisted kissing lips
Or piercing springtime call of cats
The girl is rolling down
Just like a rolling wedding ring

KAE MORII
(Japan)
Rainbow Arched Over the Poetry
Mathematics is so beautifulI don't understand analysis and linear algebra...
Only geometry of vowels leads me to eternity
Welcome rain pours into funnel after straining tears
Paulownia flowers are like panicles shining in the luster
Ringing the bells by wind
The most beautiful similar-figure in the world
When one whispers on the distant hill
PoetryIs with wings
Like the wind
It grasps the heart looking up at the sky
And flies away
To bless the one who was born of words.
•

•••
14
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People

The Sea and the Sun
The sea!
The wave splashing on the rock of my heart washes me away
The sea!
The book is open to your dawn and a tale on the beach
Far away
He sun set adrift in my dream
The sea to read my fear and bless my life!
And to play the beautiful melody!
Night
When the tear looks for the sun
And views the bird stopping at absurd branch
When the surge smashes my silent shells
And mixes meditation and delusion to build the fanciful futre
Oh, the sea!
The sea to nurse life with the original light!
Now
The golden light gently ripples into my eyes

-66, the Mega Quake, Tsunami & Fukushima

Snow is falling
People shuddering with cold
Without court, without blanket, without food...
Snow is falling
The supply couldn't be sent to the earthquake victims
Without fuel, without train...
The worst was that the supply track stopped short of Fukushima
Everyone feared the radiation
The 66th year after Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Deep sorrow and pain of Japanese
Snow is falling
In my heart
With pale cherry blossoms
•••

•
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DAVID M. LUCAS
(USA)

IKEOGU OKE
(Nigeria)

Fog's Pleasure

No Dirge for Achebe

Fog describes a nation
Whose flag flew 'round the world.
Fog defines the mysteries
Of intrigue not yet unfurled.
Dense, gray and heavy
Fog can hide your pain.
If you lose your way
Fog will take the blame.
In the throes of a scandal
Her blanket hides the shame.
Fog has a fragrance;
Thick, deep and strong.
She stays for only moments,
Her presence stretches long.
Her cousins have their merits;
Darkness fits the sleep.
Rain brings great treasures,
Offering water from the deep.
Fog will drape your shoulders,
She works both night and day.
The world seems much softer
When Fog has her way.
Like for queens, a horn announces
Her presence in the bay.
She's quiet and unassuming
But gives reason for delay.
So when Fog fills your nostrils
And moves upon your skin,
Enjoy her every pleasure;
Let her peace on you descend.
•••

I will not sing a dirge,
Though a dirge I should sing,
And yell at death with rage
For this unthinking sting.
And I will show no rage,
Though rage I should show,
And curse death with umbrage
For this unfeeling blow.
But I will celebrate what life gave us –
Achebe – with my song’s full force.
I shall sing with the udu1 ;
The ikoro shall boom with my song;
The ogele shall lend me a merry tone;
The oja shall stand by me weaving in melodious strains;
The ekwe’s notes of solidarity shall be mine for the asking;
The igba shall back my song with jerking throbs of its mystic sounds.
I will celebrate what life gave us –
Achebe2 – with my song’s full force.
Can death stop an arrow
Launched from the string of God’s bow?
Answer me, igba.
– No!
Can we for death ever cease to recall
Where the rain began to beat us,
Why things fell apart among us?
Answer me, udu.
– Mba3 !
1
This poem is consciously written for performance of a theatrical sort. It is expected that the udu and other musical instruments
mentioned in it, incidentally the major instruments in the musical repertoire of the Igbo, (Chinua) Achebe’s people, will be
present with their players to interject with their unique sounds as they are introduced in the lines of this stanza – after the line
invoking each has been read – and after being called upon to supply answers to specific questions in subsequent stanzas. Where
this ideal scenario cannot be realised, owing for instance to the absence of the musical instruments, the answers may be supplied
by a formal or improvised chorus. – The Author.
2

Chinua Achebe (1930-2013): Nigerian writer, poet and essayist.

3

Mba (Igbo): No.

18
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Can we cease for death to know
Why things are No Longer at Ease
With many AMan of the People among us?
Answer me, ogele.
– Never!
Can death shield the light of the dawn
Of our Morning Yet on Creation Day,
Or keep us from recognising
Our Hopes and Impediments?
Answer me, oja.
4

– O gaghiemeliya !
Can death dim our love for this home
Where we’re forced to live as though in exile,
Or ever stop our recall
Of How the Leopard Got His Claws?
Answer me, ekwe.

So I will sing no dirge
Nor yell at death with rage
For this unthinking sting,
Though a dirge I should sing.
Nor will I show rage
Or curse death with umbrage
For this unfeeling blow,
Though rage I should show.
But I will celebrate what life gave us –
Achebe – with my song’s full force.
•

– No at all!
Can death blunt our recollection
ThatThere was a Country?
Can death efface his works or being
Who thus departs never to leave again?
Answer me, ikoro.
– O nweghiikeya5 !
I will celebrate what life gave us –
Achebe – with my song’s full force.
Every end begets a new beginning;
Through each night a new day finds its birth.
This dawn shall darken but awhile
Like the passing of an eclipse
Reveals the vigour of a brighter sun.
4

O gaghiemeliya (Igbo): It cannot.

5

O nweghiikeya(Igbo): It lacks the ability.

20
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A Precept Proven

Her Life of Service

For Nadine Gordimer

For ’DereAwosika8

Tonight,
A light
Warms the corners of my soul
As an oven warms a casserole.

There was a call, and he who was called answered.
Not that he had to, but then he had to. For who
Ignored the caller in the course of duty who called
For service, and was known by all to render it?

For I am thinking,
Nadine,
Of your letter—warm, generous, unpretentious—
And of the humility of your greatness.

She was the caller; I the called who had to answer
Her surprising summons to the presence of
That courteous man of light, my heart racing
With anticipation, wonder. And there she stood

A friend, shot out of the loins of sagacity
Like a seminal jet of wisdom,
Once said to me:
“Humility is the soft pad of cloth
With which greatness is carried.6 ”

As well that’d brought me her summons, as beauty
Stands to bear witness to truth, as though it were
Truth itself9. And soon she spoke – gently, unexpectedly –
The kindly words for which she’d summoned me,
Amid warm banter with that man of light.

And I thought of that girl-child7
In his father’s book
Who broke her water-pot
Returning from the stream.
Had she that rolled cushion of cloth
Beneath the water-pot?

What she said humility forbids me to repeat,
Such kind words by which eternal bonds
Of gratitude are forged, as my bond of gratitude to her.
And who did not know that she ever spoke her heart
And mind even to the high and mighty,
And the shining weight of gold it lent her words?

As I now think,
Nadine,
Of your letter—warm, generous, unpretentious—
And of the humility of your greatness.

So while the chroniclers were at the anvil
Hammering out the chapters of her life of service,
I begged them to pause awhile and listen.
For a few words of what I know might do:
She was a voice for the neglected,
And God’s flywhisk for the tailless cow.

6
“Humility .../... carried”: This idea draws somewhat on the Igbo world, and the soft pad of cloth is what the
Igbo call aj?, which, in traditional Igbo society, is basically a piece of cloth, preferably a wrapper, rolled into a
cylindrical shape and secured by pushing its loose end into the centre; it is usually placed on the head as a soft
cushion for carrying loads.
7

That girl-child: Obiageli in Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart.

8
’DereAwosika in a Nigerian technocrat at the public ceremony of whose retirement on January 15, 2013, the
poet read this poem.
9
In “Ode to a Grecian Urn” John Keats writes: “Beauty is truth, truth beauty.” The phrase “…as beauty/Stands
to bear witness to truth, as though it were/Truth itself…” implies a modification of that exuberant dictum.

22
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First Night Out
I have just returned from a date
With you, sitting in the open green
Among the silent breezes,
Beneath our own parasol
Of a dark night studded
With blinking stars,
Sharing drinks, a fish
Whose shape mimicked a canoe,
Abrupt words and spasmodic glances.
O that I had seen such poise
In a woman, such calm, such serenity:
Like an ocean turned into a lake,
An infinite pool of silence that stirred
Only with ripples free of sound,
And low, and cyclic, and circular,
Kissing its curved white shores
With their wet lips,
Wetting its curved white beaches
With their moist kisses.
But how deep were the depths
Of your silences?Oceanic?
Like the Angel of Peace
You sat beside me, demure and placid,
And your charms shone under
The throbbing starlight, those celestial beams
That seemed to quaver in awe of your beauty,
As if you came down from the Queen of Sheba,
By a plumb line!
•

The Journey
This morning, at the park,
I saw you off
And waited as the bus
Pulled away and dissolved
Into airy invisibility
In the eerie distance,
My heart walking
A tightrope on tiptoe.
You are going to see
Your people, you said,
And tell them about us,
And sound them out.
Shrill tension bells
Ring all about me
As I wonder
What they will say,
And my heart walks
A tightrope on tiptoe.
A shadow of mist
Has hung above
My mind since I
Returned home to your
Disembodied fragrance,
That haunting scent
Of longing which
Only your absence
Can spring on me
From the loose sheets,
The kitchen, the bathroom,
Everywhere!
What will they say?
Your people whom I
Want to be my people!
What will they say?
I wonder, and my heart
Returns to walking
A tightrope on tiptoe.
•••
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JOHN RYAN
(Australia)
Wedge Acres
in the claggy days
of summer my father
cleared oaks and pines
from the triangle of sand
that on a shellacked sign
under the front lamppost
he decreed Wedge Acres;
sweat and dust caked
blue jeans as he wrestled
into Archimedean alignments
a series of pulleys and winches;
I sat on the splintering
rim of a newly cut stump,
its concentric twirls burnished

Dunking Chooks
At the poultry farm, Frank taught
Me to ‘dunk’ newborn chicks.
First secure the back
Of the head with a thumb
And then using four fingers
Brace the downy body.
Poke the beak into
The water tray until they start
Sucking, then toss ‘em near the feed.
The primeval impulse to eat
And drink are reflexes wired
Into their avian brains.
That's all, he explained,
With an orb of wriggling orange
In hand, the same that has slit
The throats of half-a-million.
•

by the hot steel blade;
time-rings gnashed
into a sawdust pile—
cerise with chain grease.
•

26
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Two Birds Collide
a volatile moment
in mid-air,
rumpus
of feathers splayed
and
blood-striped,
fire ball lifting
and tilting,
bursting
through silence, clawing
its way
into space.

On Finding An Animal Skeleton At Burns Beach
concavities where the eyes sparkled,
jaw that once yawned with daybreak,
cheek bones that deflected a kiss
we are this underneath
and the frame of us
will linger long after
the inspiriting skin has gone, supple
mosaic muscle over-girding bone,
a whirligig wind-thrown into the unknown.
•••

•
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LAURENCE WONG
(Hong Kong)
The Kingfisher
In early spring, hovering over
a fish pond, like a blue star
shining upon a sheet of glass,
it spellbinds a small fish
in the gaze of its brown pupils
and, dazzling the sky and earth,
strikes like purple lightning.
When it flies away, skimming the water,
the sharp vermilion claws folded,
already holding its prey in its black beak,
it leaves behind only a shrill scream
that rips open the dawn of spring.

Rhapsody on a Rainy Night
Rain drips from the eaves,
drips, till the world sleeps,
drips, till all sound dies,
quenching every star in the sky.
Now the universe is a shell,
ethereal chamber wherein echo only
water beads dripping from the dark eaves.
•

•
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Tropical Fish
Velvet-leaved hetaeria in the garden:
creamy jade cup with curled lips,
suffused with delicate pink,
fragrance of its flower-heart brims like a vintage in the dark.
In the starlight, I dive beneath the summer night sea,
and, flushed with drink, brush aside the soft waves
and fine ripples
which shine, black and sleek.
Forward along a familiar route, the warm currents
wash silently past my brow, until at last I find two celestial shells,
exquisite, ingeniously wrought,
lying hidden, mute in the depths of warm currents,
waiting for a passionate tropical fish to glide forward
and gently offer kisses.

When My Dream Spreads like some Boundless Land
At night,
when my dream spreads like some boundless land,
I wish for a long coastline of gleaming sand
gently washed by warm waves in the moonlight
and strewn with lilac shells, picked by one delicate hand.
And then you sail into my domain,
quietly moor your boat in a cove,
wade barefoot through the water.
Under the moon, you abandon hesitancy and restraint.
Your slender ankles shine and
Footprints mark my dreamland's border.
•

•
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Solitude

NATHANIEL O REILY
(USA)
Mercy

Solitude is a room in a Buddhist monastery,
quiet at dusk, with rain dripping from the eaves.
Solitude is footprints on a beach in the depth of Autumn,
with only the sound of wind and drifting tide.
Solitude is a deserted ferry crossing,
where the setting sun shines upon parting words
on a wooden bridge.
Solitude is you, standing in the Autumn wind,
Looking at an aspen that quivers and glimmers
in the cooling sun.
•••

Walking through the car park
at Logan’s Beach we heard
the squeaks and cries of kittens
tumbling in a Hessian sack
beside a rubbish bin.
My grandfather took
each kitten by the scruff
and smashed their skulls
one by one against a fencepost
with a farmer’s pragmatic
compassion, placed them back
in the sack and deposited
their tiny warm corpses
into their rubbish bin grave.
•
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Transience
My time is drawing nigh
to leave this room,
this building that has been
home for five months.
Only five more days
and I’ll be gone,
a memory that will fade
as surely as the paint
on these crooked old walls.
Hundreds of people have
lived in these rooms
before me over the centuries,
being born, growing up,
making love, giving birth,
growing old, dying.
I am just another transient soul
who will soon be forgotten.

Projecting Nonchalance
During long afternoons
in Australian cities
I kept teenage girls
and young women company
as they shopped for clothes
at Myer in Melbourne,
Just Jeans in Brisbane,
Cotton On in Ballarat.
Valued for patience
(and occasionally good taste),
I loitered outside women’s
dressing rooms, fetched
different sizes and colours,
answered in muted tones
when eagerly questioned,
“How does this look?”

•

Shop assistants mistook
me for a boyfriend
when I was summoned
to a stall and invited
to carefully consider
the degree of snugness
of a pair of jeans,
projecting nonchalance.
•
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Pickled Butterfly

OBARI GOMBA
(Nigeria)
In The Debris Of The Night

A butterfly drowned
in the solution remaining
in the pickle jar
after the child ate
all of the pickles
and left the jar beside
the swimming pool –
the child’s favourite insect
done to death by the remnants
of her favourite snack.

I am a worldly man. And I come to you naked.
Of course, you see me as I am: naked.
This is where our twin-nights meet, the cusp
Of desires and fevers at the cleft
Of the clock.
I hide nothing from you.
I am here, naked. I am here, naked.

•••

What would you do with my everyday rags?
I fling them in your face! They are dyed
By fresh ochre; the foreskin has known
The kiss of the knife.
Is this what manhood is?
A loud voice says to me: Seek you first yourself
In the mammoth debris of the night.
Perhaps I shall find the truth
Before the last streetlamp flickers out.
Perhaps I shall count my teeth
With my tongue till my gums are sore.
I bleed out the last drop of innocence.
Is this what manhood is? To rear its head
And to blind the Sun with a savage thrust?
Here am I. I have come to you naked.
I am a worldly man on a hunt for the Sun.
Let this word be a poultice on the raw face
Of my raging sin.
•
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The Hymn Of The Oppressed
The sign will tell you when to stop.
A red sun standing on its head!
A moon with blood-soaked face!
A star with broken angles!
We shall cut the noose
Which you have woven
Around the lean neck of the hour.
You have crossed the last line in the sand.
You have stripped trees of bark and leaves
As you have stripped us of hair and skin.
And a long torch has raised
Its light in our hearts
Which you have pinioned to deathstones.
When evil keeps virulent in its senescence,
It calls for the rise of a violent blade.
A blade will tell you where to halt
The febrile conceit of your screed.
You chase us into the rain
And we clutch at nothing except our balls
Which are the last frontiers of our will.

The Walls Of The Lost
Have you seen yourself on the passageway
Between the Walls of the Lost?
You know how things are: the spirit
Is always a rebel. Is it about to break?
Hold your breath as time tosses you
On its index finger.
And hurry, dear worm. But does it matter
If you finish that deposition before cockcrow?
Forked-tongues are poised to mock you.
You may just be lucky if the vulture
Does not head the jury. The Daughters
Of the Sun drown in their tears tonight.
They mourn the Sun upfront: it will be
A flotsam on a widening slough.
When you are hanged, let us pray
They sow your right eye in loam.
•••

It rains, thanks to Providence. It hides
Our flood of tears. You cannot tell
Tears from raindrops as we weep.
The sign will break forth soon.
The rainbow will wrap itself
Around the waist of thunder.
Thunder will call up the Army of Bones.
And the phalanx will take the bridgehead.
•
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SHANTA ACHARYA
(UK)
What Times Are These?
What times are these that darken our horizon,
blur our view of what it means to be human?
What tides are these whose
rising waters of me keep drowning us?
What kind of people advertising
alchemy turn gold to lead and nectar to poison?

Just War?
Entering the Great Temple of Abu Simbel,
a monument to war and kingship –
Walls depicting scenes of Ramses
worshipped as a god smiting his enemies;
I cannot help thinking of Krishna counselling
a despondent Arjuna to do his duty –
of people whose gods were kings.

What future do we create for our children
if hope, justice, beauty and truth are forgotten?

Unable to see his cousins as enemies
Arjuna surrendered,
learnt to look upon the universe with new eyes.

To see nothing, hear nothing, say nothing,
do nothing turns us into a good-for-nothing.

The man who saw the world as his family was crucified;
kept winning hearts and minds for centuries after he died.

Ignorance is not easily overcome,
though it rises to the surface like scum.

In a world where no human is born true or fair,
who can tell me the meaning of a just war?

What times are these where each action
is a transaction?
The air is electric charged with connection,
not perfection.

•

People, nations, climate – the universe
is in a state of flux redefining us.
Those who believe know how to dream,
keep faith in things unseen.
The quality of darkness is how it lets us see.
•
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Nature Studies
Voices of children in the garden
proclaimed in chorus: We are studying Nature!
The task, mutually agreed, was to find a creature each.
On the garden bench lay a cockroach,
A large centipede, frog, beetle and ladybird –
neatly wrapped in a pulp of petals and leaves.
Why does a ladybird crawl when it can fly?
The youngest asked crying inconsolably.
What are we going to do now? They asked,
the youngest clinging to me like a creeper.

A MAO
(China)
Singing Style
Tender morning light, and the misty rain
Not easily seen
Across a spell of wind, two spells of wind, three spells of wind ...
Bathing a tree, two trees, three trees …
And several euphemistical stunners on the tree.
First with eyes, then with fingers,
I also joined the choir.
They are singing: on green trees, laden are golden fruits.
I am singing: on the white paper, growing are black diamonds.
•

The eldest said: Shall we have some dosa and idli?
Then you tell us a story! The youngest yelled jubilantly.
It was a relief they had not yet learnt of giant harpy
eagles carrying off capuchin monkeys for dinner,
of herons gobbling up snakes, crocodiles munching sharks,
or polar bears eating their own cubs!
•••
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To Invent a Fairy Tale World
In order to invent a fairy tale world
I have snowed too much
Too much snow crowds the White Lady
Black hair and red lips, in red clothes
The White Lady in red clothes
Black hair wielding sword, red lips writing poetry
Red lips writing poetry
Writing a poem of the world of ice and snow
In the poem of the world of ice and snow
The prince is coming by riding a white horse
Coming by riding a white horse
The prince does not know poetry, the white horse is no better
Not knowing poetry, but it does not prevent
Them running in the snow field happily.
•••

MOHJA KAHF
(Syria)
I Have Exchanged My Heart
I have exchanged my heart
for a new heart
so love me all over again
Look at my eyes
I have filled them from the font
of a new sea
I have exchanged my skin
for a new skin
so let us unlearn the habits we have borne
I have gone and got new cells
so let us start from the beginning
of the bloodstream
Ask me my name
as if we just met
and let us race to love once more
•
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The Poem at the Door
Your poems come to my door like men,
broadchested, hairy-muscled, gorgeous,
thickheaded as men
Sometimes they bring boxes of roses
Sometimes they just shrug, “Let’s go,”
denim jackets slung over their shoulders
I can't decide if I should let them in
I pause, my hand on the doorknob,
fingertip atop the page
I peer over their shoulders
while they do their manly rituals,
thrilling and exotic to me,
involving rich creams,
drifts of lather on the chin
and careful, clean moves of hand and razor,
so near the lips and danger,
so primitive, the scraping, yet so civilized

I Will Be Satisfied
I will never be satisfied
Until you flood me like the Nile floods the plain
Until your arms become Babylonian lions and devour me raw
Until you scale me like the Temple of the Feathered Serpent
And I will never be satisfied
Until you throw yourself into the fire
And its flames are cool and safe for you because of me
Until you break the chains of impossibility
And slay the beast of doubt like oxen sacrifice
At the altar of the Holiest of Holies
Until I see my face in all your writings
Until my name enters all your words
And you adorn and crown yourself with me
Love me—love me—love me—love me—
And I will be satisfied
•••

(A woman visits a foreign country
in her bathroom
when a man is shaving there)
Your poems seduce me,
sweep me off my feet and
into bed with the idea
And then, after the ecstasy and the tears,
after the unguarded moments,
my heart under the glow of a small lamp,
after I've rearranged my life for them,
believing everything—
your poems saunter off, the bastards,
say they don’t want to explain what they mean
but I never regret
the time I’ve given them
•
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MUSA HAWAMDEH
(Palestine)
Going seaward (Translated by Ali Khalil)
The wind roared (against the sun’s door)
Near a wave silently moaning
I saw my uncovered corpse walking
I looked skyward
Sea colors penetrate the skies
Vacuum from afar stares
Witnessing my lamented soul fly away
Forsaking its home, refusing to stay
Soaring high, looking for a new course
Oh, what a great distance
Oh, the mother’s painful existence
The mother that brought the vine, and the clouds
The sister, in the dough she immersed her hands
At the throne’s door, shadow-casting trees grew
Ripe with the wisdom they imbue
What an imprudent father
In forgetfulness awaits the aging tutor
Muttering to dust: ‘I’m made from you and you’re made from me.
Why do we differ now? We were friends, to whom are you taking me?
We used to be one,
Before the sky touched the shoulder of the disobedient
And grill the sun in its midst, and curve the crescent
We used to be close friends; don’t betray me now
My glove, leave me now
Allow me to witness the cave dwellers’ awakening
To show them the money for their future trading’
Heading towards the towering mountain
On top of the wind’s stallion
Unperturbed I did depart
The sun to my right
Words befriended me
Beneath my wings a sleeping sea
50
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Time obscured my undoing
Day, dawn, dusk, are my silver rings
Carrying with me 99 aliases for God
And wishing for the figure to be round
And for my verses to be the conclusion
But I knew that life is not worth living
Then I was mysteriously wrapped
With a cloth from a dusty bark
Or an empty wood
The flames of knowledge were lit by God
It opened up my eyes
Women were preventing their men
From eating the apples
Feeding it in secret to strangers
I craved for almond
But towards lust I did not tread
I tasted no fruits and I didn’t touch their poison
I doubled up with hunger
And saw a long line for departure
“Go down… There!”
I’ve never touched the orchards’ fruits, you see
My hands never caressed the heavenly tree
Never tasted insubordination
Incarcerated with my starvation
My ribs my witness
My skin my witness
My guts my witness
Women reiterated:
“Who ate our apples, then, stranger?”
I was told, and I obeyed
I obeyed, and I was damned
I was damned, and I became known
I became known, and I was shunned
I threw my body next to the sea
On the sand, I saw footprints
Coffins, and skeletons
Silk hankies and axes
Bottles, jewels, statues of gold and ceramic
A guitar thrown at the sun’s doorway
Prosopisia
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Carved on it:
“Specially made for the wind’s illegal sons.”
I took the guitar
Saw snakes slithering from the desert
I took a bow
I kissed the earth
I kneeled to the crow
I played a little
Mountains shook
The skies hymned
Tall trees wept
Playing the guitar was the last deed
Of those shunned from above
Shunned from the seaside
•

The Wind is My lineage, The Rain is My Address
(Translated by Nizar Sartawi)

Before the idea impinged upon the ground
before the smell of mud spread
I wandered in the market of calumnies
bearing my loss
killing myself
I am Abel and Cain,
Adam I am and Eve
the offspring of sin
and marriage between lilies and the house of fragrance.
I could be in the sap of pine or cedar
in the silt of the Nile or at the bottom of the Thames
I could be a feather in the wing of a crow
an atom buried in the ashes of a Chinese coal mine
some African fruit or a tree trunk in Panama,
a darkness shrouding the North Pole
or a bright day over the Pacific,
I could be the progeny of Mongol ancestors
or a descendant of a Roman assassin,
Perhaps I have an Assyrian lineage
or come from a Kurdish family,
from the remnants of Red Indians
or from a Hindu priest.
Who can ascertain that the eye’s tears do not change
that the autumn wind does not pass through all the days of the
year,
Who can guarantee that the soil of the cemetery
did not live in the winter clouds of the century prior to the birth of
Socrates,
Who can prove that the heat which cooked the body of Pharaoh
Thutmose,
is not the same heat playing with my little girl’s face.
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Perhaps I descend from scores of nations and scores of men
Perhaps I have Russian grandmothers and Spanish aunts
I am confident that the waters of creation circulate between valleys
and desire
between silk and panting,
Verily my language is not my body
and the sounds of birds are not alien to the movement of wind and
rain.
I was a bird at the time of the Persians
a cross in the reign of Constantine
a sword in the hands of Saladin
a goblet in the hands of Khayyam
Who can show me myself?
I am not capable of cursing Mars
I have no desire to criticize the orbit of Venus
I am not keen on stopping the blowing of the magnet
on the bones of the dead ancestors.
I have a flash from the weapons of the God Mars
a torch from the fire of Prometheus,
and I have verses from the Koran
psalms from David
hymns from Paul
passages from the Buddha
words from Abdu'l-Bahá,

Perhaps my voice was tattooed by the Turks
or my bestiality was refined by the sea
Perhaps a French farmer was born of me
or a deceptive politician in Italy
I may have come from the soil of Los Angeles
or from the mud of Athens
Who knows the history of my body two thousand years ago
Who has the rook egg in his hand
Who can show me myself?
My heart is full of the world’s pulse
My steps take me to the first fire chamber.
Perhaps you are from me and I am from the soil of Mars,
I do not deny my connection with Zeus
nor acknowledge his blood in my veins,
I do not challenge the verity of the river
nor hide the sea in my locker
The wind is my lineage
the rain is my address
•••

I neither know of the risings of astronomy nor the settings of
creation
I have started to get used to surprise
And I appear in my mirrors!
I know him who does not know me
my brother who has no ties with me and has never heard of my
name before
my sister from Caucasia
my aunt from Greece,
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TANG SHI
(China)
If the Earthworm Is Hurt by Mistake
The winIf the earthworm is hurt by mistake, let it be hurt
The brown sky in the earth, the tears in depth refuse to walk
Grassroots hurry to greet. If the earthworm
Is hurt by mistake, that is tantamount to hurting the hands & feet of
my brothers
The sedate air is destroyed; how can my words avoid bleeding
Stealthily? If the earthworm is hurt by mistake
The hoe is sure to ache, and to repent in silence
And my hometown is going to tremble violently
•

Spring on the Hands
This day, spring comes to my fingers. Ten fingers
Like birds, yearn to twitter. In condyle
Dewdrops glittering, the rivulets of palm print ripple silently
In the place where it is hard, I touch the cocoon of love
In the center where it is bright, I send off the white clouds of nails.
This day
All I come across are trivial things
However, they induce immensely pleasant surprise for me. Besides
Extolling labor, I extol labor from the two hands
When warm wind blows, there is a garden on the palm, between
fingers
Fragrance wafts out. Like my ten fingers, with flowers and leaves
Looking abreast afar, we have become the brothers of spring
•••
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JILLIAN ABBOTT
(USA)
On The Beach
I thought another day in Melbourne would kill me so I
bought a one-way ticket to Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka was between
massacres then, but trouble was brewing and lingered in the air like
stale smoke. It was a desperate place – full of stories of tourists being
robbed, kidnapped and worse. There were two basic rules of survival:
never go anywhere with the locals, and don’t get into a car - even a taxi with anyone you don’t know. A month of travelling in these
conditions and I was in need of some R and R.
Then a New Zealand girl suggested I go to India. ‘You’d like Kovalam
Beach.’
I took to the idea right away, so my next one-way ticket was to
Trivandrum, the nearest airport to Kovalam.
I emerged from Trivandrum airport at the same time as a
German guy. His English was pretty terrible, and my German was
non-existent. Through a series of nods and gestures, we figured out
we were both heading for Kovalam Beach.
The bus stand was crowded. There was jostling and shouting
and pushing and the next thing I knew the German guy and I were in a
taxi with seven Indian men and the city of Trivandrum was receding
through the rear window. We were driving through jungle. One of
the guys in the front seat turned around. He was talking to us and
staring at my tits in a way that made me shudder. I was convinced we
were going to be killed.
The German boy was pressing up against me in a way that couldn’t be
explained as either a sexual advance or the result of overcrowding.
Just when I was close to vomiting, when all I could hear was an inner
voice screaming, ‘Don’t get in a car with anyone you don’t know’, the
taxi took another ninety-degree turn and a huge sign loomed before
us. It said: Welcome to Kovalam Beach.
I looked at the German guy. He’d turned white. I swallowed.
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The taxi stopped by the sign and we - all ten of us - tumbled out. The
driver opened the boot. We grabbed our bags. The seven Indian men
were smiling and shaking our hands and, before long, had disappeared
towards the beach. The German boy and I stood frozen to the spot,
our mouths silently opening and closing without instruction.
‘If that was Sri Lanka we would be already dead,’ he said.
I nodded.
A young Indian man, a Keralan wearing a dhoti, popped up out of
nowhere and said, ‘Hello, hashish?’
This was in the early 1980’s, and Kovalam still had a
reputation as a place where the sun had never set on the sixties. A spot
of hashish seemed in keeping. Besides, after the taxi ride, I needed it.
The Keralan handed over a block of hash, and then told us he knew a
very good, very cheap hotel.
The German guy and I ended up at the same place and, because we felt
a sort of bond after the taxi ride, I invited him to my room for a smoke.
We lit up and went over the story again. Couldn’t believe we were
alive. The sense of menace I’d felt the whole time in Sri Lanka began
to evaporate. The lodge was a dive, but it was right on the beach. The
only furniture in the room was a rickety old bed. We sat on it.
I rolled a joint, lit it, and drew the smoke deep into my lungs. It
worked almost instantly. We smiled. By the end of the joint my head
felt so heavy I lay down. So did he. Sounds romantic, but the hash was
very good and I’d almost forgotten he was there.
‘Hello coconut.’
What a strange thought. I laughed out loud.
‘Hello coconut, pineapple?’ It was louder this time, and I realized it
wasn’t a thought but a voice, and it was coming from outside the
window. The windows had bars instead of glass. An Indian woman
was standing outside balancing a fruit bowl on her head. Taking it all
in stride, I bought a pineapple and decided I loved India.
The German boy and I ate the pineapple.
‘I love this country,’ he said, and then he drifted off to his own room.
The sun moved across the sky.
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Next morning I did a reconnaissance. I walked down the dingy
hallway and out the door. The yellow sand, the blue sky and the glare
of the sun hit me all at once, almost winding me, sending me reeling
back inside. But my hotel was so scruffy and dirty I was determined to
compare it with the other guesthouses. Once my eyes adjusted, my
fears were confirmed: I was staying at the worst lodge on the whole
beach.
Squinting, I surveyed the beachfront.
Already I could tell the humidity was a problem. The air was so heavy
with moisture even my money was damp.
Ropes and nets were strewn along the beach drying. Fishermen were
packing the dry ones up and storing them in the boats - ancient
wooden dugouts that looked barely seaworthy.
As I got my bearings a woman with the biggest, deepest brown eyes
and the longest batting eyelashes I’d ever seen approached me. She
lifted a fruit bowl off her head and offered me a pineapple.
‘Pineapple, good pineapple. I market going, eight rupees I pay. You
pay nine rupees,’ she said.
She was wearing a ragged sari. She swung her hips seductively. Her
naked and exposed waist was thinner than the pineapple she was
offering me. I was reminded that I was fat and happy in the midst of
deprivation. I resented this realization.
‘Six rupees,” I said.
‘No memsahib.’
‘Six rupees, take it or leave it.’
She took it.
I went wandering and found an open-air restaurant up in the
cool shade of the jungle. I spent the day up there rolling joints and
passing them on. I knew a few people – the one’s who’d recently come
over from Sri Lanka. The crowd at this place, aptly named Shangri La,
were the kind of rugged individuals who, faced with the daunting
prospect of lone travel through India, bought a copy of Tony
Wheeler’s India a Travel Survival Kit. Once in India, they never
deviate from its well-beaten paths.
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Two German guys were sitting at the next table to me smoking heroin.
One leaned towards me and said, ‘Do you realize how green the rice
is? You can see it growing. It is greener than green.’
‘Yeah,’ I said, figuring they were goners. And they were; still watching
the rice grow when I left three weeks later.
The next morning I lay in bed smoking and thinking about the nature
of existence, and whether I should eat fruit for lunch or make the
effort to get up and go to the jungle restaurant.
I decided to take photographs. These would show my India. I didn’t
feel inclined to leave my room, preferring to view India through the
lens of my window. I planned to take photos out the window of every
Indian hotel room I stayed in. I would call the series ‘India Through
the Window’.
The idea was conceptually sound. It failed, however, in the rendering,
as the photos I took stank.
After much deliberation, I finally decided to move up to one of the
lodges near Shangri La restaurant.
On my last day at the first lodge the German guy came to see me.
Conversation between us had gotten harder, not easier with time. I
told him I was moving out. He nodded. Then as an after thought, he
asked me, in that formal German way, what my hobbies were. I took
the question to mean interests rather than hobbies and told him they
were watching films and plays, and reading books. ‘I go to the pub,’ he
said.
‘Ah . . .’ we both said simultaneously, recognizing difference. This was
our first moment of intimacy since our shared near-death taxi ride,
and we felt a bit closer for it.
The crowd that ate at Shangri La was fun. There was an English couple
who called themselves Lord and Lady Smyth. They were either in the
restaurant or in their room, but wherever they were, they were
fighting. His favorite saying was ‘You stupid cow.’ Then there was
Lance, an eighteen-year-old from somewhere in the American midwest. For some reason he hadn’t had his immunizations and was
turning gray. There was Bende, a dope-headed Dane, Cornelia, a
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distracted German medical student, and Paul, an unemployed
Englishman on vacation from the rigor of life on the dole.
It was the wet season. The rain hadn’t come yet, but the humidity had.
The clothes I washed didn’t dry but they did begin to rot. My room
smelled of mold. I began to wonder if I should have brought more
clothes and fewer books.
The books came in handy though. The cockroaches in my room
made the bugs in The Naked Lunch look small and authentic. But
they did give me something to do in the evenings. I’d single out one
roach and hit it with my shoe. It would freeze for a few minutes, then
get up and go about its business as if nothing had happened. I’d hit it
with my dictionary next, then with a couple of Orwells. Eventually,
I’d lift the bed up and
squash the roach under one of its legs. Then I’d sit on the bed. After a
bit I’d get up, replace the bed, and wait. The roach usually walked
away, but I was always pleased if it was moving slower than before.
I learned to avoid the beach on Sundays. My first Sunday, I noticed
that two Indian guys, obviously father and son, were standing hand in
hand, glaring at me. They displayed no visible signs of
embarrassment, and simply refused to go away, even when I threw a
banana at them.
Everywhere I looked that Sunday, groups of Indian men were
scattered across the beach. They held hands or cuddled, as is their
custom, and giggled and squealed at the sight of topless European
girls. The Indian men rarely swam, but they did dance, sing, and
wriggle their hips ritualistically.
While all this was happening music blared from every restaurant.
There was Indian classical music, some Hindi pop from the movies,
David Bowie, Talking Heads and Midnight Oil. The music drifted
across the beach, mingled with the men’s laughter, and got lost in the
sound of the waves.
The arrangements at Shangri La were pretty loose. Lord and Lady
Smyth were fixtures. The rest of us came and went as we liked. This
suited me. It facilitated my secret life with a Kashmiri carpet
salesman. He was exotic, beautiful and forbidden. Rules on such
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matters were unstated, but I felt that fraternizing with the local men
was strictly forbidden.
Jamal would keep me in his shop for hours plying me with tea and
stories of his financial need for a Western wife. I had a need, but not
for a husband.
The first time I walked into his shop, I thought I had stumbled into
the pages of the Thousand and One Nights. He wore the light gray
cotton tunic and pantaloons that stay-at-homes only see in the
movies. The light in his shop was always muted, and everything
smelled of incense. Richly colored oriental rugs lined the walls and
floors.
One day he invited me to dinner at the Hotel Palm Shore. I’d heard it
was the second-best restaurant in Kovalam. This annoyed me, but he
fascinated me, so I went.
After dinner we went and sat on the beach. He kissed me under the
stars. Delicious kisses, but an inner voice warned me ‘beware the
Muslim carpet salesman in search of a Western wife’. It sounded like
good advice. I figured any further, and I’d have to either marry him or
leave town. I was having too much fun for either. I affected the moral
outrage of a southern virgin, pushed him away and scurried off back to
Shangri La for a before-bedtime smoke with the Smyths.
He spotted me sun-baking topless on the beach a few days later, so I
decided I’d better avoid him altogether.
Someone at Shangri La suggested we take a trip to Cape Comorin, the
southernmost point in India. The idea grew and preparations were
made, but it nearly fell through. The organized nature of the beast
gave our motley gang of misfits, loners and mavericks the jitters. We
held together, somehow, and on the appointed day, assembled at
Shangri La at 6.00 am. We proceeded toward the bus stand in single
file, passing a morning joint up and down the line.
The landscape on the way to Cape Comorin looked ancient. Flat dry
paddy fields ran smack into mountains so old and worn they looked
like a movie set constructed of cardboard cutouts.
Cape Comorin is one of those ‘been there done that’ places. Its beach
is undistinguished, except for a temple built at India’s ‘Lands End’.
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There is a monument to Gandhi (who’d also been there and done that
– or rather, his ashes had), but we couldn’t be bothered finding it. I
stood on the beach with Paul, the unemployed Englishman, and
skipped stones.
Paul wandered off towards the temple. I began to wonder if I was
living too much in my head. I pondered this question so long that I
found myself abandoned. Finding the others proved easy though.
We were the only white folks in a fifty-mile radius, and word of our
movements had spread all over town. As I moved along, shopkeepers,
housewives and small children crowed into the street to ridicule and
ape me. Fortunately, they also pointed out the direction my
companions had taken. Seeing that I was outnumbered, I began to
wave and bow and perform other gestures of buffoonery. This so
delighted the crowd that they took to following me. By the time I
reached the others, I had an entourage of one hundred or so people.
My friends were in a restaurant, but it was nothing like the ones at
Kovalam. My entourage joined the already substantial crowd of
onlookers and settled down to watch an impromptu performance of
‘The Whites Eat Their Lunch’. Our reactions to this, which ranged
from amusement to rage, brought grasps of delight and applause from
the ever-growing crowd.
We all ordered the same thing, a vegetarian thali. The waiter placed a
fresh banana leave in front of each of us. Then another waiter came.
He carried a shinny aluminum bucket of rice. With a coconut shell
spoon he flicked a large dollop of rice onto each banana leaf. Then
followed a seemingly endless parade of aluminum-bucket-carrying
waiters, each slopping a new and even more delicious curry onto the
rice. There were no utensils, so after ‘hand washing’ in the bucket
provided, we attacked the food, shoveling it into our mouths with our
right hands. The more we ate, the more delighted the waiters and the
crowd got, until, one by one, exhausted from overeating, we shook our
hands and heads at the on-coming buckets. The waiters proceeded to
use the banana leaf stems to clear the table. As if sated by our
overindulgence, the crowd dispersed, and we made our way back to
the bus stand.

I’d been in Kovalam for a while and began to meet a different crowd. I
met people who’d begin conversations with ‘I came here in 1965 and
loved the place’. These people were almost always junkies. They were
known as freaks, and given the hippie clothes, dreadlocks and vacant
eyes, I could see why. I could also sense Kovalam’s seductiveness.
I thought another day in Kovalam and I’d be trapped, so I took a bus
into Trivandrum and headed for the train station to buy a one-way
ticket to the Taj Mahal. But this was India not Melbourne and, since I
was reading Hess not Kafka, I was totally unprepared for what
happened next.
The simple process of buying a train ticket was expanded into a threehour ordeal. There were lines and more lines, forms and more forms.
I only just managed to navigate the bureaucratic maze at the ticket
office and get my ticket, but the train didn’t leave until the next day.
It was late afternoon by the time I got back to Kovalam. I sat in one of
the beachside restaurants and watched the sun set over the Arabian Sea
for the last time. As they had every evening at sunset, clouds drifted in
and surrounded the sun, lighting the horizon bright orange. I had to
pay attention. At exactly six o’clock the sun dropped below the
horizon like a basketball disappearing behind a nasty neighbor’s fence.
Now you see it, now you don’t.
I noticed the German boy sitting on the rocks watching the
sunset. He was with another German girl I knew, and as the light
faded, he slid his arm around her shoulder.
In the last light I saw my Kashmiri friend emerge from his shop and
escort a young white woman along the beach towards Kovalam’s
second-best restaurant. He saw me sitting there and waved. I smiled
and waved back.
Once it was fully dark I could see the dim lights from the distant
fishing fleet.
I made my way along the dark jungle path to Shangri La. I shared a
last smoke with my friends. We all expressed the hope our paths
would cross again.
•••
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UZOR MAXIM UZOATU
(Nigeria)
Dear Chinua
Nna-anyi Achebe, this will definitely not be a long letter. I like my
things short and sharp like Things Fall Apart, not long and heavy for
I’m not in the mood to write War and Peace. The source of my
trepidation ought to be obvious enough. After the Father in heaven,
you are our father here on earth. It is not everyday that a dean of your
stature asks the likes of me to produce a story for inclusion in a major
anthology of African writing.
You may not know it but the critics have been on my back ever since
I wrote my first word. They have in fact regaled themselves writing
rampant and wicked fictions about my work and person: that I was
not ordained to become a writer; that I was not made for greatness;
that I am only playing at words – a yarn spinner of short and limited
concerns… That I have not, to put it simply and squarely as you
would say, written a big book of the full-length novel mode… Well…
A fat book does not a writer make. Fatness in books is like fatness in
humans – it only advertises a lack of form. The critics would have us
believe that this life is one long epistle in profundity. Jazz! Life is a
short story. There must be the story and it has to be short, otherwise
there is no meaning, only lingering absurdity which, like
masturbation, gets even feeble minds like Portnoy complaining.
It’s such a pity that writers grow leaving their soul and essence
behind. Oh how so-called maturity erodes the writer’s juice! Artistic
sophistication thus equals disowning one’s past. QED! Burning
yesterday as juvenilia. But the past is our destiny, the grist of our being.
I look back and there is no mistaking that the real story of my life is
Wemimo the Witch. All else is fanciful wordplay that should have no
place in the anthology you are editing. It’s like the critics to dismiss it
all as juvenilia, unworthy of any serious anthology. Let the critics
drown in the deep sea of their monotonous modernism! May they
suffer the fate of Kafka and his human insects! Most of the so-called
writers were broken by their very first love affairs, and they cannot deal
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with that in their works, yet you have a word or two about dealing with
when the rain started to beat us.
For me the rain started with the witch named Wemimo, but I
cannot now tell how it happened: whether Wemimo stole my heart in
broad daylight or in the dead of night. I took ill with love such that I
wrote my obsession with Wemimo into the drama series I created for
the national television.
“You are in love!” the producer had announced, stressing that all my
recent scripts in a monomaniacal manner dealt with the falling in love
of a struggling writer. Kanmi Kasali could be any age from forty to
seventy but he was unmarried. Apart from producing TV plays Kasali
made Nollywood movies. One of his recent films was a hit and
afforded him the wherewithal to grow wings. He bought a Benz,
Mercedes 500 SEL.
“I’m not in love, sir,” I told Kasali, avoiding his eyes.
“Don’t tell me lies, son,” Kasali said, smiling. “A certain Wemimo
Coker is not your enemy, is she?”
So the old crook knew of Wemimo? My composure shattered, I
summoned just enough courage to look at Kasali’s face. A crooked
grin sat on the weather-beaten face.
“Wemimo adores you, young writer,” Kasali continued, saving me
from the misery of speechlessness. “You have unearthed a rare jewel in
Wemimo. It’s for you to keep your jewel.”
I turned into a demonstration of nerves, staring morosely into
emptiness.
“Now that I have mentioned jewel,” Kasali was saying, “I am sure
you must have read Wole Soyinka’s The Lion and the Jewel.”
“Of course I have,” I said, not showing much interest.
“Compelling play,” said Kasali. “My favourite Soyinka actually.”
“That’s amongst his early plays,” I said, just not to appear to be
disrespectful by not keeping up the conversation for whatever it’s
worth.
“Everything I want in a play is in that play,” Kasali was saying, a
crooked smile on his lugubrious face. “There is the young wannabe.
There is the old master. And in-between the duo is the beauty queen.
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Who gets the ultimate prize?” Kasali paused, staring fixedly at me.
“The odds are stacked against the old guard. The youth as ever is
always poised to conquer. Tension mounts. That is drama at its purest
application.”
I said nothing, looking away from him.
“The young school teacher Lakunle could not tire of speaking long
grammar to the village belle Sidi,” Kasali continued as I was not
forthcoming with words. “The old lion Baroka had to apply the
ancient weapon of the hyena – patience. At the opportune moment
the lion struck and the game was over.”
I still could not offer a word.
Kasali was in his elements, talking. “Beauty fades, and the beautiful
must make use of the gift at noon. Delay is dreadful, for nobody pays
attention to a has-been who has passed her sell-by date.”
“I don’t understand…” I began and my voice trailed off.
“What don’t you understand?” asked Kasali.
“Are you asking me to write my own version of The Lion and the
Jewel?”
“Don’t be mischievous,” said the old man, grimacing. “All I want
you to understand is that the Soyinka play has substance, which your
recent plays seriously lack. A real play should give us a gripping issue to
grapple with.”
“But it all depends on the style of the playwright…”
“Style me no styles!” retorted Kasali. “Style is the refuge of the writer
who has nothing to say. That amounts to dancing around the issues. If
you have serious matters to treat, you let it all pour out. That is what
makes great drama.”
“The theatre is such a large field that accommodates Bernard Shaw
and Samuel Beckett,” I said.
“Oh you want to dabble into the so-called Theatre of the Absurd?”
Kasali asked, as if it amounted committing a mortal sin.
“It’s a free world for the writer to choose the path to follow,” I said
adamantly.
“Then is in my domain to decide the play I produce,” he replied.
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“Even that is not the issue. What concerns me here is that you are
going the way of European nihilism.”
“How do you mean?”
“You should try to give a measure of aesthetic distance to your
works.”
“I don’t think I get your drift, sir.”
“Every play must not be your tortured autobiography!”
I did not know what to say. I kept mum.
“There was this brilliant writer back in history known as
Nietzsche,” said Kasali, continuing. “The man had a tremendous
following in his lifetime such that he pronounced that God was dead.
Of course the man went mad and was taken to the lunatic asylum.
This was a man who wrote such groundbreaking books as The Birth of
Tragedy. When he got too hot for his brains he started writing
nonsense and promptly ran mad. He never recovered. That’s why I
advise young writers like you to watch it. The symptoms are already
there!”
I could only open my mouth in horror, saying nothing.
“That’s why I like the writer known as Chinua Achebe,” Kasali was
saying. “A very humble man in spite of his great achievements, Chinua
is my man. When we were filming his Things Fall Apart, you would
never know he wrote that great book. I still have some immortal lines
of the book in my skull. Let me quote Achebe for you: ‘That night the
Mother of the Spirits walked the length and breadth of the clan,
weeping for her murdered son. It was a terrible night. Not even the
oldest man in Umuofia had ever heard such a strange and fearful
sound, and it was never to be heard again. It seemed as if the very soul
of the tribe wept for a great evil that was coming – its own death.’ Can
you beat that?” Kasali was not done yet. “I should not really be
concerned with your personal affairs except that you are using it to
destroy your writing talent. Our TV audience is not interested in the
use everyday of newfangled ideas to justify a love affair based on the
so-called high art. When I get a teleplay, I expect to see something as
crisp as a short story, not some fancy verbalism. Without a story to
hold them up verbal gymnastics and fireworks are a bore. Woolly
artistic airs are bunkum. Let’s put the story back into the short story.”
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Kasali then strutted off, effectively souring the new moon for me.
I was staring at the moon, lost in thought in front of my bunk, when
Wemimo shot into me like a charge of electricity and awoke me with
an utterance: “Umu, you have to see my parents now!”
“Why?” I asked laconically, reaching for her heavy chest.
“You do know I’m a princess and my parents would want me to
marry from within,” she said, pained. “You do need to see my parents
now. I’m under so much pressure.”
I didn’t want to subtract anything from the artistic surprise I had in
store for Wemimo. I must sweep Wemimo off her feet by the
magnificence of the surprise party I was staging for her in the manner
of Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby. After the party I would walk hand-inhand with her to see her parents. That would be grand, poetic style not
unlike Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer who insists we must do things with
style.
“Wemimo, give me a little more time,” I said languidly, leading her
to the bed.
Wemimo braced up herself when leaving and said, quite
uncharacteristically: “Umu, what cannot be had must be endured.”
Waking early the next day I went shopping, buying up the world in
preparation for the surprise engagement party. I was adventurously
mad in the shopping spree, totting up an awesome debt in the process.
I packed away the purchases in a friend’s house just to keep Wemimo
away from the scent of what I had in store for her. I was quite
determined that my Valentine Day surprise package must not be
sabotaged. I kept the poetic party on its surprise track, inviting friends
from all the cardinal points but keeping Wemimo away from the gist.
I went to Wemimo’s home on the morning of Valentine’s Day and
was told by her little sister that she was at a self-service store down the
road. Running up to the store I beheld wonder. Wemimo was there
floating on golden wings like an angel.
“Everybody is waiting for you in my house,” I grandly announced,
spreading out my hands like I owned the universe.”
“I no longer visit bachelors in their lair,” Wemimo said, gliding a
glamorous hand over her great hair.
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“You see, there is this party…” I was saying.
“A party of bachelors,” she said, smiling. “I’m sorry. I no longer
attend such…”
“But the party is for you.”
“For me? What on earth for?”
I thought Wemimo was joking and made to hug her. She brusquely
pushed me away.
“The fun is over, Umu,” Wemimo said, touching her diamond
necklace. “I’m waiting for my husband here. And he may not be happy
seeing me standing with a playboy.”
“Wemimo, you must attend this party,” I said, flustered. “In the
course of the party I will announce to the world that you are my wife!”
“Too late, Umu,” she said, radiant in her lush lace. “And here he
comes!”
She ran excitedly to the posh car that pulled up. Inside the machine
sat the rare jewel thief.
A mad shriek jumped from my mouth: “Wemimo, I’m coming to
see your parents now!”
A roar of laughter rumbled out of the Mercedes 500 SEL.
“No need, Umu,” Wemimo was saying. “What cannot be had must
be endured.”
She banged the car door and off they zoomed, leaving me rooted to a
fatal spot.
Mills and Boon stuff ? Nna-anyi Chinua, that is the story of my life.
As ever,
Umu
•••
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MOIZUR REHMAN KHAN
(India)
Chris Wallace Crabbe: Memory Keeper To The Public
The role of ‘memory keeper’ to the public, is one that WallaceCrabbe plays in some of his poems. Memory is a subject
conscientiously explored in his poetical oeuvre. In ‘The Universe
Looks Down’, a poem he has nicknamed the ‘behemoth’ for its length
and breadth, Wallace-Crabbe states, “By loss of memory we are
reborn/But memory is the active root of power.” Perhaps for this
reason, he is a “cataloguer of things.” It allows for easy retrieval and
sharpens the process of recall.
For instance, indeed a section of one of Wallace-Crabbe’s major
poetic sequence entitled ‘Losses and Recoveries’ is dedicated to one of
his students, Bruce Dawe whom he taught at the University of
Melbourne.
Film has no tenses, the latest pundit says,
Poems have tenses and nostalgias though
Like anything, and when I get to think
Of the mid fifties, flashing through my slides,
I see you slope past Chemistry, blue-chinned
In military shirt and a maroon
Figured art silk tie…
The idea that poetry has its own ‘tensions and nostalgias’ is, central to
Wallace-Crabbe. Here his concern is not simply to evoke the presence
Bruce Dawe—a fellow poet and an old student—but (as importantly)
to evoke a specific time (the 1950’s) and a specific place (Melbourne).
Melbourne in the ‘fifties was a place of critical change: a notion that is
developed in his poem ‘Melbourne’ as well. Memory cityscape and
political commitment – the reference to the ‘military shirt’ of Dawe
who had done a stint in the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) as
against the printed silk tie associated with the typical poet—come
together in the poetry of Wallace-Crabbe. They also come together in
his critical writing. As Assistant Editor of The Oxford Literary History
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of Australia (Melbourne 1998) and as university teacher he has been
concerned with the formation of critical opinion and public taste in
the area of Australian literature which until recently has been relatively
unexplored. So when he recalls—as he does both in ‘Losses and
Recoveries’—the topography of various cities and of his mindscape, it
must be remembered that he intends to form public opinion as a poet
and as a critic or indeed (as he might describe himself ) as a ‘pundit’.
This puts him in the forefront of analyzing the way in which land and
sea or city and university act upon each other.
In the ‘Life of Ideas’, a poem for A.F Davies, Wallace-Crabbe
connects grief with the horror of forgetting by describing the cacti in
the Botanical Gardens:
It is raw grief can lock us into process
The linkage also grown from forgetting
As uncollected plants may haunt this rockery.
He recalls the day when they
…walked numbly through an afternoon
Of lessening grief.
The eye delighted
In such a weird fair off inflected shapes.
This pain of losing dear ones is out in the open in ‘In Hay Fever Time’
Scent pass,
that much is sure at least,
but who sets a limit to flowers, friendships, verities,
all running away down
at different speed to deaths.
The burden he carries through the world is having been expected to be
happy, true friends imagining that he could still crack jokes like his
old-self. While he “went on splitting wagonloads of firewood.”
He is also aware that death is circling around him now, as he says in ‘In
Hay Fever Time’
The grass-heads are thickening.
Subject to sinus and pollen,
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beleaguered by flesh,
a would-be immortal spirit burns fiercely away
now in the teeth of darkness.
He is utterly obsessed by darkness, he loves the kind of freedom that
darkness displays. He loves sunlight too, and he is often seen as a
sunny and landscapey kind of poet, but he loves
... walking in pitch darkness where there are no streetlights, and I
object to streetlights, I love the close acquaintance one makes with the
objects of the sky in pitch darkness. And I love walking at night and
hearing the surf roll and grumble on the beach, and I love the sense of
the trees being even darker than the things around them. I love the
sense - it is as though blackness is a kind of freedom. And I think I've
been lucky that, although I had a kind of fear, resulting from a
detective story I was read, from about the age of 7 to about the age of
12, once I started to myself 'They can do nothing to me', I began to
feel absolutely free in darkness. I walk in darkness through cities and
things like that, and feel free and open, and part of the boundless.
Another poem titled ‘They’ tries to resolve the puzzle of the
whereabouts of the souls of the dead. The poem begins with “Where
have they gone?” and the poet himself tries to answer the problem
...Somewhere ahead of us
In a meadow like the square root of minus one –
infinite pastoral; pure intersice –
where two objects can browse in the same pace
and history leaves not even a snowflake’s print.
They have passed through darkness into a radiance
which we cannot know and they can’t comprehend
but which does not remember the griefs of our
world.
‘The Swing’ is a poem where time, memories and nostalgia are
looked at through the window of present. The image of swing moving
back and forth seems to show while living our life, we do not live in
present only. Something of the past and something of the future is
always with us. Nostalgia for the glorious past and no assurance of
what the future holds for us is always there. As the poet says
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On a swing at midnight in the black park. Between
poplars
which are towers of light for a hidden street lamp
and inky
she-oaks my arc is maintained. From lighter to
darker I go
from darker to light; but only, as ever, to return.
This movement between past and future via present is beautifully
expressed by the to and fro movement of the swing. The poet like to
swing between past and future but he is based in the present and it is
where he would like to return after each swing. The poem remind us
Robert Frost’s great poem ‘Birches’ where the poet is reminiscent
mood and with a wistful longing he remembers the time when he
himself was a swinger of birches. He dreams that he would take to
birch swinging once again, sometime in future. But he also wishes not
to escape but to return to reality.
May no fate willfully misunderstand me
And half grant what I wish and snatch me away
Not to return.
It is this awareness which shows how much Wallace-Crabbe is
rooted in reality. Like Wordsworth’s Skylark, Wallace-Crabbe is
Type of the wise who soar, but never roam,
True to the kindred points of heaven and home.
In ‘In Hay Fever Time’, time is seen as a device that matures the
human mind through experiences
Spring breaks down
the dike of years
letting us into ourselves,
letting our dreams
flap out strongly
in a real wind.
This is much more viciously exposed later
Every seven years
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We grow a new body,
an ark for the selfish flame;
we open up high territories,
come on strange flavours,
find new enemies to hurt.
Chris Wallace-Crabbe ponders over the question of nature and role of
memory in the poem ‘Meditations with memories’. He is in the
complete grip of the past, as a boy growing up in the environment of
World War II, going to school, learning alphabets. The “evening star”
has been his loyal companion throughout his life. He contemplates
over the character of memory
What is our memory that it deposits
In such uncobbled alleys of the mind
In charges or solutions fond events,
Honey against the winter coming on?
Random and miniature its family-album,
Brilliant the slides but dim the prophecy
That schemata of lost action have to offer:
Memory hugs the hat against itself.
He is again in the nostalgic mood when he yearns for the days gone by
in his poem ‘Keeping One’s Head’. The same facet of looking at the
past through the glasses of present is visible in this poem. He is
astonished by the way time changes everything, too soon. The poem
begins with the contented images of past but the poet finds out that
When I focused again the universe had changed,
My kinds of music were gone,
Old feelings had passed away,
No one could remember colour field abstraction,
Jane Fonda seemed as old as Persepolis
And people were chemically different.
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The image of time as something slipping away too fast is repeated
again in ‘For Crying Out Loud’.
Here
quite as much there
in the dead straight street
or snailed and breathing gardenplot
time,
that sarcastic medium,
ran silvery through my fingers
like sand, or bonemarrow.
‘At the Clothesline’ is much more circumscribed which in a highly
formal style (that recalls early Wallace-Crabbe) faces extinction with a
slightly unconvincing image of hope:
What I’d thought a fallen shirt
Under the lines, flat on the grass
Was nothing but my shadow there,
Hinting that all things pass:
That many we loved or used to know
Are dragged already out of sight,
Vanished fast, though stepping slow,
Folded into remorseless night.
My dark trace now has quit the lawn.
Everything slips away too soon,
Yet something leaves its mark here like
A rainbow ring around the moon.
One of the turning points in the career of Chris Wallace-Crabbe as
a poet was the loss of his eldest son who never came back but who did
come back, kept coming back in his poetry. A shock like the one Chris
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Wallace-Crabbe experienced, stays back and does not leave the person
till death. His ‘Elegy’ on the death of his son is one of the most
sensitive poems ever written by him.
So that I wish again
it were possible to pluck my son
out of dawn’s moist air..
It is a wistful wish of a bereaved father, it is hope against hoping for. In
his heart of hearts he too knows that the one who goes down the valley
of death can never come back but the poor heart of a father waits to
have a little glimpse, just a momentary one of the one he has lost
forever. Therefore, in the “dawn’s moist air” he searches for the warm
touch of cold death which has devoured his only patch of warm love.
The sensitivity with which the poet writes on his personal grief is
also exhibited in his other poems written on topical themes. A poems
after all is a mood and the moods change and therefore the contours
and textures of poems vary what though they are written by the same
person, the same poet, the same Chris Wallace-Crabbe.
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We hope to bring out the anthology by December 2013. The
Academy would hold the Board meeting in July-August 2013 to
discuss and finalise the proposal.

Upcoming Publication
The Second Genesis : An Anthology of Contemporary
World Poetry
A venture of ARAWLII
A.R.A.W.LII. (Academy of 'rait?*(s) And World Literati) is our
modest venture that has long been working to promote literature and
creative writing and to strengthen cultural ties between India and
other countries of the world. In our Advisory and Editorial Boards we
have eminent poets and writers from all over the world. We have been
publishing a number of books, newsletters, poetry collections apart
from regularly bringing out the official journal of the AcademyProsopisia.
The Academy has taken up on itself the mammoth task of compiling
The Second Genesis: An Anthology of Contemporary World Poetry.
We invite you, therefore, to be a part of this grand celebration of
poetry and creativity.
The small write-up about the anthology may furnish you with some
more details about the thematic concerns the editors may like the
poets to address to. Our initial plan is to include at least five poems of
each poet but ARAWLII reserves the right to decide which and how
many poems of a particular poet will be a part of the proposed
anthology.
The copyright of the poems will remain with the poet. Furthermore,
there is no publication fee for the submissions.
This is an enormous project and we sincerely regret that with its
limited resources ARAWLII cannot afford to offer any honorarium.
ARAWLII will send complimentary copy/copies of the published
anthology to every poet included therein along with 5 complimentary
printouts of his/her contribution to the volume. If the poet requires
any more copies of the published anthology, the Academy will provide
them at cost price + mailing charges.
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THE SECOND GENESIS: AN ANTHOLOGY OF
CONTEMPORARY WORLD POETRY
A quartz clock on the front wall displays a commercial logo of Saroop
& Co. in its middle ? apart from the ticking of time. It is past
midnight.
An incident of Lord Krishna’s infancy is immediately recalled/ once
when he was a little child, he happened to put in his mouth a lump of
clay was suddenly caught by his mother – Yashoda who quite
disturbed and annoyed asked the baby Lord to open his mouth and
show what was inside. After much haggling, he finally opened and
what the mother saw was the reflection of the whole Brahmanda (the
Universe) floating inside the Lord’s mouth. The mother unable to bear
what she had in a flash seen almost fainted for a while! And so the story
goes on. . . .
As a matter of fact if we follow the Jungian theory, the concept of
Genesis is a point of time is meaningless. And as a point in space
worthless! The distinctions and demarcations of the micro and the
macro are simply the jugglery of words or at best just the tools for
normal minds to know and define the world of limits. Beyond this all
are one – oned in all.
Then, the word or number ‘second’ is also rendered redundant as it
supposes the existence of some first or some third and fourth and so on
and so forth. . .
Genesis is after all genesis. It is either a genesis or the genesis. It is ‘a’
since there are so many ‘a’s’ and it is ‘the’ since, once again there are so
many ‘a’s’. Genesis is a beginning with a long ‘pre’ and an impending
‘post’. But a ‘pre’ seems to nullify a beginning for a beginning is that
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which has nothing before it. But it has something which is nothing. A
beginning in its own turn is the end of that something which is
nothing. Then what nullifies which? Which negates what?
The ‘second’ is the answer. The first answer. The only answer.
The clock has struck 2 a.m.
The second moon is hooked and hanging on my window pane. An
adolescent coyish smile twinkles the stars in a cosmic Valentine night!
It is the second which is the first for the first has sneaked into a ‘pre’.
The idea to bring out an anthology of contemporary world poetry –
though quite ambitious and adventurous it seems ? is nevertheless
the need of the hour and demand of the Century at its threshold. In an
era of globalization, shrinking boundaries and expanding bounds, the
struggle is for stature, the tug is to tongue out, the agony is for a space
of one’s own. One needs to be heard ? be it an individual or a nation.
(Is not India still struggling hard to get a permanent seat in the
UNSC?)
An anthology, above all, is the best way to canonize literature. It is with
this belief and hope the present anthology is hereby proposed and
planned. For after all, all agony must end in an ecstasy.
A dawning whimper in a quartz night.
The clock has struck 5 a.m.
Om bhur bhava swah tat savitur varenium bhargo devasya dhimahi
dhiyoyonah prochodayat. . .
The kids are assembled in an infant class and jointly sing – ‘Johnny
Johnny/Yes papa. . .’. Baby Lord opens his mouth.
The second Genesis is at hand.
ANURAAG
(President)
A.R.A.W.LII
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